Correction for apparent prolongation of mean transit time resulting from response time in a thermodilution system.
We investigated a method of correcting an apparent prolongation in the measured mean transit time (MTT), resulting from the response time of the thermodilution system. We measured the mean response times (MRT) for five commercially available thermistor-tipped catheters by recording their step function response curves. MRT is the sum of the time from the point of step change to the point of the first detection of change in temperature (latency time) plus the time from the first detection to the point of 63.2% of full response (time constant). By using a flow loop model filled with saline through a mixing chamber, we recorded pairs of thermodilution curves simultaneously with pairs of catheters, and studied the influence of MRT on MTT over the constant flow rates of 1-6 L/min. The difference in MRT's (delta MRT, second) between a pair of thermodilution systems correlated with the difference in MTT's (delta MTT, second) between a corresponding pair of thermodilution curves, yielding an equation: delta MTT = 1.07 delta MRT = 0.04 (n = 72, r = 0.95), delta MTT/delta MRT = 1.02 +/- 0.18 (mean +/- SD). We conclude that an apparent prolongation of MTT due to response time is removable by subtracting MRT from measured MTT.